KILL THE CRIME

Company Proﬁle: INFERNO

Indusec AB

We are based in Stockholm, Sweden, and are part of the
Indusec group. We have a variety of clients and collaborating partners around the world, from civil and military
organisations. We’re proud of our long-term partnerships
with customers and suppliers alike.
These relationships are at the heart of our business.

World leader
Indusec is a world leader in advanced, high-efﬁciency
audio and light security products. The aim is to develop
and supply anti-intruder systems that are perfectly suited
to your security needs. These range from regular intrusion
alarms to advanced warning devices.
Innovative solutions
Indusec draws on extensive technological know-how and
innovative research to develop security solutions. This
provides our customers and system suppliers with
state-of-the-art products. All Indusec products and
systems are made to comply with your meticulous security
requirements in mind.

O U R P RO D U CT S

Inferno is an anti-intruder system that will protect you and your valuables
efﬁciently and effectively. It could be used in any environment such as your
home, ofﬁce, business, warehouse, trailer or even your boat.

When the eardrum vibrates in response to this ampliﬁed frequency, it causes
the intruder to experience immediate sensations of paranoia, pain in the ear
canal and pain in the frontal lobe. These excruciating discomforts cause the
intruder to leave the area immediately for relief yet without causing any
permanent damage to them.

The Inferno Security system generates a powerful yet particular frequency.
It operates at a frequency which the human ear is quite sensible to. The
human ear form and structure is susceptible to certain frequencies that
tend to resonate the eardrum and give the perception of an ampliﬁed
sound.

Numerous laboratory tests were conducted to clearly identify the frequency
that the human ear construction is the most susceptible to. The frequency
identiﬁed and its slight variances were then converted into digital signals
with an high sampling rate and saved onto a high capacity memory device.

INFERNO INTENSO
The Intenso is our best-selling security alarm. It delivers explosive sound, yet is visually
discreet. It provides security to shops, warehouses, ofﬁces and research and development
facilities around the world. It can be easily connected and integrated to any alarm system.
Protective Volume

For directional use or to protect a volume up to 150 cubic meters/5250 cubic feet

Dimensions

L=685mm/26.97in W=106mm/4.17in D=40mm/1.58in

Weight

1.7 kg/3.7 lb

Frequency Range

2—5 kHz

INFERNO MICRO
It’s compact, yet powerful. Our Micro is the ideal choice when short of
space. Many of our customers use it for securing their cars and vehicles. Although, it has the muscular capability to secure larger areas. It
can easily be connected and integrated to any alarm system.

Protective Volume

For directional use or to protect a volume up to 75 cubic meters/2750 cubic feet

Dimensions

L=452mm/17.8in W=106mm/4.17in D=40mm/1.58in

Weight

1.4 kg/3.1 lb

Frequency Range

2—5 kHz

SO UND B A RRIERS
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INFERNO WIRELESS SYSTEM
Inferno Wireless System is an Inferno alarm with wireless capability. It’s a complete, easy to install, alarm system that can send
up to eight messages to your mobile phone. It has a GSM alarm
transmitter for immediate communication and an infrared
motion detector for complete security.
A complete plug and play alarm system with easy installation, it
is a perfect solution for corporations, ofﬁces and high security
zones.
Protective Volume

For directional use or to protect a volume up to 150 cubic meters/5250 cubic feet

Dimensions

L=685mm/26.97in W=106mm/4.17in D=40mm/1.58in

Weight

1.7 kg/3.7 lb

Frequency Range

2—5 kHz

INFERNO MOBILE SYSTEM
Inferno Mobile System is a complete easily installed alarm
system. It has an infrared motion detector. Inferno Mobile
System effectively stops intruders in their tracks by generating
a patented unbearable pattern, frequency and intensity noise.
A complete plug and play alarm system with easy installation, it
is a perfect solution for corporations, ofﬁces and high security
zones.
Protective Volume

For directional use or to protect a volume up to 150 cubic meters/5250 cubic feet

Dimensions

L=685mm/26.97in W=106mm/4.17in D=40mm/1.58in

Weight

1.7 kg/3.7 lb

Frequency Range

2—5 kHz

SOUND BARRIERS
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INFERNO MAXI
Inferno Maxi can function as a Sound Barrier or as a traditional
siren. Inferno Maxi effectively stops intruders in their tracks by
generating a patented unbearable pattern, frequency and intensity
noise.
Protective Distance

Directional up to 25 meter / 80 feet

Dimensions

Speaker: LWD = 500mm

Weight

Speaker 8kg

Frequency Range

1 – 1,3 kHz

INFERNO STROBOCOP LED
Inferno Strobocop LED is the next generation security strobe. It
produces a blinding, intense ﬂashlight that renders the intruder
unable to see. Strobocop has an irregular ﬂash pattern to shock and
disorientate. It can be used as a stand-alone device; but for maximum effect, combine with a Sound Barrier.
Flash Intensity

7-12 flashes/sec, irregular

Dimensions

W=225 / 8.9 in H=185/ 7.3in D=145 mm / 5.7in

Weight

1.5 kg / 3.3 lb

Power

12V, 36W

IP Class

IP 65

INFERNO SHIELD
Inferno Shield functions as a Sound Barrier. Inferno Shield effectively stops intruders in their tracks by generating a patented unbearable pattern, frequency and intensity noise. It is designed for unbearable sound in outdoor areas up to 5 meters. For larger distances
several units are combined.
Protective distance outdoors

Directional 5 meters

Weight

4.5kg
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” At the end of the day, the goals are simple: safety and security. “

Indusec AB
Kampementsgatan 30
SE-115 38 STOCKHOLM, Sweden
Phone: +46 8 446 18 30
Fax: +46 8 446 18 31
info@inferno.se

